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BREAKFAST BULLDOG TEA
A playful variation of the classic breakfast blend, this broken-leaf 

black tea is full-bodied with a light undertone of sweetness. A 
distinguished tea with a twist that will surely bring a smile to your 

face and a spring in your step. 130g. $48 



VINTAGE PU-ERH TEA BRICK
A masterpiece that improves with age, this celebrated matured tea has been selected
and aged exclusively for TWG Tea, ensuring not only the origin but the age of this 

particularly sought-after variety of tea. Pu-Erh tea bricks can attain fantastical
prices at auction, as they improve in flavour and complexity with time.

A most precious gift for the absolute connoisseur. 357g. $138



TWG TEABAGS
Committed to bringing you the finest teas of the world, TWG Tea has spared

no expense in creating the ultimate 100% cotton, hand sewn teabag. 
Paired with the Design Teapot, the holiday season will be festive, indeed!

Teabag gift boxes contain 15 (pictured) or 30 teabags. From $29



MIRACLE TEA SET
A melody and variation on a theme... TWG Tea’s most beloved Tea Scented Candles are 

nestled alongside a beautiful Saturn Tea Tin filled with the corresponding tea that inspired 
the fragrance. The perfect gift to charm all of the senses.... $158



MAGIC MOMENT TEA
A magical potion that unites the delicious character of enveloping black tea,

rare citrus fruits and the nutty savours of tropical coconut. 100g. $47



WEEKEND TEA COLLECTION
Perfectly packaged for any traveller’s fantasy, the Weekend Tea Collection spotlights ten 
distinctive blends, each exhibited in curated, travel-sized, 50g tins sold in a gift boxes 

and sleeves in any combination of 2, 3 or 5 tins. These exclusive creations conveniently 
epitomise the luxury of travel while exhibiting TWG Tea’s stunning artistry. 2x50g.

From $71



JUBILEE TEA
Boasting a naturally theine-free red tea from South Africa, this blend yields candied notes 

of maple syrup and a tart aftertaste of cranberry. A rich mélange evocative of the sweet 
history and harmony of Canada, this tantalizing elixir celebrates a century and

a half of achievements. An invitation to celebrate. $32



TEA SHORTBREAD COOKIE COLLECTION
TWG Tea has adapted the shortbread cookie, traditionally reserved for holidays,

weddings and other special occasions, into a marvellous biscuit infused
with leaves from five favourite TWG Teas. $12

Shortbread Cookies will be packed by 12 pieces in a cello gift bag.



TWG TEA INFUSED MACARON
The macaron was born in Venice, Italy from whence it voyaged with

Catherine de Medicis on the occasion of her marriage to the Duke of Orleans,
future king of France. The popularity of this little sweet grew, particularly

in elegant monasteries and manor houses throughout France. Today, TWG Tea
has added our signature teas to the recipe, transforming the macaron

into a uniquely memorable confection. From $18



CELEBRATION
Charleston Teapot (350ml) • TWG Tea Afternoon Teacup & Saucer x 2 •

Red of Africa Tea (100g) • Tea Taster Teabag Collection • TWG Teabag Dish •
Reusable Cotton Tea Filter(Small)  $343

GOURMET GIFT HAMPERS
TWG Tea celebrates the gift of sharing with custom
hamper boxes filled with festive treats and gourmet
delights. A holiday invitation to make merry...



CONSTELLATION
Moroccan Sahara Tea (100g) • Disposable Cotton Tea Filters • Sugar Tea Sticks

$62



 AMOUR DE THÉ 
This sensual TWG Darjeeling is blended with delicate rose blossoms

and leaves of pure gold. An enchanting potion. $47



FOLLOW ME TEA
A beckoning blend of the finest harvest 
green tea and rare ginseng root is 
crowned with alluring and unforgettable 
notes of succulent royal pineapple. An 
exceptional tea to pursue to the ends of 
the earth. $48



DESIGN ORCHID TEAPOT
Make a statement with this collection’s bold hues, delicate shades of pastel and sleek 

metallic tones. All teapots come with a specially designed removable filter which allows
the leaves to unfurl and develop their fragrance during the infusion. This collection

is suitable for all varieties of tea. Available in 500ml & 900ml. From $154



CHINOISERIE COLLECTION
The perfection of the Orient incarnate in one table setting. Crafted by exceptional 

Viennese artists in “white gold” - as porcelain was traditionally called - these
extraordinary gold and platinum plated teapots and sugar bowls reveal the secret

that tantalised the Western world ever since Marco Polo brought porcelain from Asia
to Europe more than 600 years ago. Composed of merely four elements: feldspar, quartz, 

kaolin, and water (each porcelain factory, until today, guards the exact proportions
of their recipe secret) porcelain fulfils the alchemists dream of transforming base
elements into precious objects. This is a work of art to showcase the artistry and

sophistication of the simple things in life. 600ml. From $1,547



GRAND FINE HARVEST TEA COLLECTION
The coveted Grand Fine Harvest Teas will transport you to far away destinations. Each molten black hand-
blown glass flask is preciously encased in a gold-embossed jewel of a box adorned with mystical birds. This 

collection makes a perfect gift for connoisseurs and collectors. From $120
Available individually and gift boxes of two.



GRAND FINE HARVEST GIFT BOX
Pair any two teas from the Grand Fine Harvest Tea Collection to create a most
exceptional gift with this richly embossed black and gold gift box and sleeve.

From $247



THE PERFUME OF TEA
With creations of the very highest quality and craftsmanship, TWG Tea uses the most precious ingredients 

and materials, verified by our team of experts. With each unique TWG Tea scented candle, we invite you on
a voyage of sensorial discovery, to bring you back, time and again, to the delights of the tea table…

$100



HAUTE COUTURE TEA COLLECTION®

One of our most popular collections, this seasonal assortment of unique loose teas is  carefully designed to 
reflect an excellence of content and packaging. The lavish, Haute Couture Tea Collection® is the perfect way 
to gift some of our most popular, loose leaf exclusive blends with tea drinkers around the world and to enjoy

TWG Tea connoisseurship. Available individually and in gift boxes of 2 and 4. From $48
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